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Abstract. The along-track scanning radiometer (ATSR), launched in July 1991 on ERS-1, is an infrared radiometer designed to permit retrieval of skin sea surface temperature (SST) to the accuracy required for many climate research purposes. Using the prelaunch retrieval scheme, this accuracy (0.3 K) was achieved only when observations at 3.7 μm were available, i.e., SSTs derived from nighttime scenes before the failure of this channel in May 1992. Retrievals using only channels at 11 and 12 μm suffered significant biases. First, cold biases of up to 1.5 K arose from the radiative effects of the unanticipated presence of a significant loading of stratospheric aerosol following the eruption of Mount Pinatubo in June 1991. Second, cold biases of up to 0.4 K were associated with regions of high water vapor loading. We solve the first problem by choosing retrieval coefficients to be orthogonal to the modeled changes in brightness temperatures caused by variations in stratospheric aerosol optical depth. We attribute the second problem to deficiencies in radiative transfer modeling of water vapor continuum absorption and show that use of an updated parameterization reduces bias from wet atmospheres. Applying the new retrieval coefficients to ATSR data, we find good consistency between SSTs retrieved with and without the 3.7 μm channels, the global mean and standard deviation of differences between retrievals being of the order of 0.05 K and 0.25 K, respectively. We therefore anticipate that reprocessing ATSR data using our new retrieval scheme will result in a substantially improved record of ATSR SST, in that the following should be reduced to insignificant levels: (1) the artefactual trend (previously -0.25 K yr⁻¹ in tropical regions) corresponding to the decaying load of post-Pinatubo aerosol, (2) the discontinuity in SST retrievals (previously up to 0.7 K) associated with the failure of the 3.7 μm channel, and (3) cold biases (previously ~0.4 K) in wet tropical regions. Thus this work represents a significant advance in terms of the quality of ATSR SSTs for climate research. The techniques are also applicable to both the ATSR-2, flying on ERS-2, and the advanced ATSR (planned for launch on the Envisat platform in 2000). However, we note that even with the improved physical modeling on which the new retrieval coefficients are based, we do not yet meet the stringent requirement of 0.1 K decade⁻¹ stability in retrievals for climate change detection purposes.

1. Introduction

The measurement of sea surface temperature (SST) is essential to understand and monitor global climate. Radiative, sensible, and latent heat fluxes are largely governed by SST, and these fluxes, in turn, drive the general atmospheric circulation and determine important climatic features such as large-scale convection in tropical regions [e.g., Webster, 1994]. SST measurements need to be accurate to a few tenths of kelvin to monitor El-Nino-Southern Oscillation events, in which regional SST anomalies of a few kelvin are associated with global effects on climate (see Allan et al. [1996] for a recent review). Monitoring SST for climate change purposes requires stability in the observing system of 0.1 K decade⁻¹ [Allen et al., 1994].

The retrieval of SST from satellite measurements offers the advantage of global coverage and has been performed routinely since 1981 by the advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR) to a point accuracy of ~0.5 K [e.g., McClain et al., 1985; McClain, 1989]. In July 1991, the first along-track scanning radiometer (ATSR) was launched on the European Space
Agency’s ERS-1 satellite. The principal purpose of the ATSR was to permit retrieval of SST to an accuracy of 0.25 K (1 standard deviation of the average over an area ~50 km$^2$ under conditions of up to 80% cloud cover [Delderfield et al., 1986]). Like AVHRR, ATSR has thermal channels at 3.7, 11, and 12 μm and a ground resolution of ~1 km. The unprecedented design accuracy of ATSR was achieved by three technical advances. (1) Each location in the ATSR swath was viewed twice: first at ~55° zenith angle (referred to as the forward view), and then about 2 min later at ~0° (the nadir view). This dual-view capability allows better account to be taken of atmospheric absorption and emission of thermal radiation. (2) Onboard blackbody sources provided calibration of the radiometer to a 3σ accuracy of <0.1 K throughout the mission lifetime, an exceptional radiometric accuracy [Mason et al., 1996]. (3) Thermal infrared detectors were cooled by an active Stirling cycle cooler to between 90 and 95 K during the early part of the mission. Consequently, the noise equivalent differential temperatures for the 3.7, 11, and 12 μm channels were approximately 0.04, 0.05, and 0.07 K respectively [Harris and Saunders, 1996].

Coefficients for linear retrieval of SST are derived either by direct regression of observed brightness temperatures against buoy measurements (e.g., McClain et al. [1985] for AVHRR), or by regression of brightness temperatures calculated for a variety of SSTs and atmospheric states using a forward model (e.g., Závody et al. [1995] for ATSR). The relative merits of these approaches are discussed by Minnett [1990]. The attraction of the empirical approach is its use of real data, eliminating possible errors from deficiencies in forward modeling. However, the empirical data consist of area-average satellite observations matched, often loosely, in time and space to point in situ measurements. Moreover, the in situ measurements are of bulk SST, whereas the radiometer is sensitive to the radiation emitted from the uppermost ~50 μm, well within the thermal skin layer. Thus, AVHRR bulk SST estimates include some random error from variability in the skin-bulk difference. The ATSR retrievals are of skin SST, since the radiometric temperature of the surface is specified in the forward model. An approach based on physical modeling allows the specification of representative conditions, avoiding the problems of obtaining sufficiently numerous and representative matchups. On the other hand, it relies on having an accurate forward model.

Validation of skin SST retrievals is difficult and costly. Barton et al. [1995] and Thomas and Turner [1995] measured SST radiometrically from ships coincident with ATSR overpasses. Despite the significant effort involved, the combined number of coincidences obtained under clear skies was only 30. Moreover, the accuracy of the radiometric measurements (~0.2 K) was comparable with the target accuracy of ATSR SSTs and therefore does not allow a stringent test. Nonetheless, Barton et al. were able to detect a relative bias of ~0.4 K between SST retrievals made with and without the 3.7 μm channel, those derived without being cooler. A similar result was found by Mutlow et al. [1994] using 220 globally distributed quality-controlled buoy matchups. These interalgorithm biases imply the existence of absolute biases in at least some ATSR SST retrievals. Murray et al. [1998b] discuss more fully the spatial and temporal nature of biases in ATSR SST retrievals using different channels.

In the ATSR scheme, bias in the SST retrieved from clear-sky brightness temperatures can arise from use of an unrepresentative sample of atmospheric and surface states, or from inadequate modeling of the corresponding brightness temperatures. We find that biases in the original SST retrievals of Závody et al. [1995] arose by both these mechanisms. First, the eruption of Mount Pinatubo in the Philippines, shortly before the launch of ERS-1, rendered invalid the assumption of Závody et al. that the stratosphere could be characterized as aerosol free. This was the most significant cause of SST bias (up to ~1.5 K) in the first year of the ERS-1 mission. Second, bias arose from inadequate parameterization of the water vapor continuum absorption in the 10-13 μm window region. This bias was smaller than that from stratospheric aerosol (up to ~0.4 K) but would be present throughout the mission lifetime. Other factors (the modeled effect of wind speed on surface emissivity, the concentrations previously assumed for radiatively active gases, and the distribution of atmospheric states used) may have caused biases of less than 0.1 K. Note that ineffective cloud screening is a potential source of biased retrievals [e.g., Jones et al., 1996] which is not addressed in this paper.

In this paper, we establish that these interalgorithm biases present in early ATSR SSTs can be nearly eliminated. We present a straightforward, rigorous, and general method for designing SST retrievals which are negligibly biased by stratospheric aerosols; we use an updated parameterization of the water vapor continuum absorption, thereby reducing residual biases further; and we address the other minor factors listed above. As a result, biases between SSTs derived from real data with and without the 3.7 μm channel are reduced to ~0.05 K, a remarkable degree of consistency. While this consistency is a strong indication that the retrievals are of high quality, it does not establish their absolute accuracy. A companion paper [Merchant and Harris, this issue] describes a validation exercise in which retrieved SSTs are compared with in situ measurements. This exercise confirms the ability of the new retrieval scheme to deal with stratospheric aerosol and high water vapor loading, and demonstrates that the retrievals are unbiased to ~0.2 K.

We proceed as follows. In section 2 we first describe the radiative transfer model (RTM) and the set of atmospheric and surface states we use to develop the SST retrieval scheme. Factors which may otherwise have lead to minor biases (≤0.1 K) are dealt with here. Sections 3 and 4 describe our work on the more significant sources of SST bias. In section 3 we investigate the bias caused by stratospheric aerosols. The nature of such aerosols is described, and their effects on brightness temperatures succinctly characterized. This leads to a clear formulation of what is required for an SST retrieval scheme to be aerosol robust (i.e., to give retrievals unaffected by the aerosol) and the mathematical development of how this can be achieved. In section 4 we show that the water vapor continuum absorption in the 11 and 12 μm channels is better described by the updated parameterization. In section 6 we show that the retrieval coefficients we derive (presented in section 5) give highly consistent results when applied to measured brightness temperatures. We conclude in section 7 with a discussion of the results and future directions of research.

2. Radiative Transfer Modeling

Infrared retrievals of SST from satellite data are made using regions of the electromagnetic spectrum where the atmosphere is relatively transparent: around 3.7 μm and 10 to 13 μm. Even in these "window" regions, the brightness temperature of the radiation reaching the satellite sensor is typically lower by 1 to 10 K than would be the case were the atmosphere completely transparent. The temperature deficit is wavelength dependent. For a particular wavelength the deficit is dependent on the vertical distribution of water vapor (the main absorbing species in the window region) and the profiles of pressure and temperature in the atmosphere, that is, on the atmospheric state. The emissivity, and hence the relationship between SST and thermal emission, depends indi-
rectly on the surface wind speed. The development of a retrieval scheme based on physical modeling therefore requires the ability to calculate ATSR brightness temperatures given a description of the state of the sea surface (skin temperature and wind speed) and the profile of temperature, humidity and pressure in the atmosphere. We use the line-by-line RTM previously employed by Zdory et al. [1995], with the following minor modifications.

1. The parameterization of sea surface emissivity against wind speed, formerly that of Masuda et al. [1988], is now that of Watts et al. [1996]. The new emissivities are channel-integrated rather than midchannel values. More important, the emissivity is enhanced in the forward look direction at high wind speeds because the parameterization accounts for radiance emitted and then reflected by another facet of the rough sea surface into the look direction.

2. Instead of the previous assumption of specular reflection at the sea surface, downwelling radiance at the specular angle is multiplied by an "enhancement factor" (>1.0) to find the corresponding upwelling reflected radiance. This accounts for the effects of double reflections and the anisotropy of downwelling radiance. The factor is essentially 1.0 for near-nadir and low wind speed cases. We modify the original parameterization of Watts et al. [1996], which was in terms of surface-to-top-of-atmosphere transmission, and use instead the total column water vapor, as in fact, suggested by Watts et al. [1996].

3. The concentration of carbon dioxide is set at 355 ppmv, as is more appropriate to 1991 [Watson et al., 1992].

4. The extinction and absorption coefficients (σe and σa, respectively) and asymmetry parameter g used for modeling the radiative effects of tropospheric and stratospheric aerosols are updated to correspond to the tabulated values in the radiative transfer code, MODTRAN3. A first-order approximation is adopted to account for aerosol scattering into the view direction, an effect previously neglected. In this approximation, an net extinction coefficient, σnet, is found by interpolating σe and σu with respect to g: σnet = σe - ((g + 1)/2)(σe - σu). Physically, this represents the fact that scattering by the aerosol out of the view direction is compensated by scattering into the view direction to a degree dependent on the asymmetry between forward and backward scattering. This approximation is very good for stratospheric aerosol, since the optical depths involved are small (<0.1), and downwelling radiance is negligible.

We also seek to improve on Zdory et al. [1995] in terms of the range and representativeness of atmospheric profiles and surface states used. We select gridlded data from the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA) project for 4 months (October 1991, January 1992, April 1992, and August 1992) for each of four dates and times (1st of the month at 0000 hours, 7th at 1200, 15th at 0600 and 23rd at 1800). At each oceanic point on the latitude-longitude grid we use the following data to specify the state: skin temperature, sea level pressure, 10-m wind speed, 2-m air temperature and dew-point, and profile of temperature and relative humidity at each of the 16 pressure levels between 1000 and 10 hPa. The ERA 2.5° grid is further subsampled to a basic interval of 15° but using greater intervals of longitude at high latitudes to approximate equal area weighting. Since ATSR measures SST under clear skies only, we exclude states which are nominally cloudy by requiring that the relative humidity be <95% for all levels. States are also excluded if the skin temperature is <271.35 K, representing ice cover on the sea surface. The resulting data set consists of 1358 states. All oceanic regions, seasons, and synoptic times are represented, with the associated variations in all variables, including air-sea temperature difference and wind speed, accounted for. The distributions of SST, clear-sky total precipitable water (TPW) and air-sea temperature difference (ASTD) in the data set are shown in Figure 1. The distribution of SST is highly asymmetric, with a sharp cutoff at warm temperatures: the modal SST (~40% of states) is about 300 K, yet ~4% of states have SSTs in excess of 302.5 K. The TPW distribution is much flatter, since a wide range of TPW is associated with higher SSTs, from wet profiles in the tropical warm pool region, to relatively dry profiles in regions of subsidence. Over 95% of ASTDs are in the range -4 to +2 K, which matches the range of ASTDS found in a study of 160 AVHRR-buoy matchups by May and Hoyer [1993]. More negative differences occur, particularly at high latitudes and coastal regions. The difference between the brightness temperature and SST for a particular channel and state varies principally with the amount of water vapor present and the difference in temperature between the sea surface and the absorbing constituents in the atmosphere. This is illustrated in Figure 1(d), where the average 11 μm nadir temperature deficits calculated for the data set are plotted as functions of ASTD and TPW. Increased water vapor in the atmosphere increases the deficit of the brightness temperature below the SST because of increased absorption. Cooler atmospheres (relative to the SST) are associated with increased temperature deficits because their atmospheric thermal emission is smaller.

By using ERA data, we depart from the previous practice of relying on radiosonde profiles. The clear advantage is that oceanic regions, which are sparsely sampled by radiosondes, are appropriately represented in the regression. However, Soden and Bretherton [1994] concluded that the ECMWF model is deficient in upper tropospheric humidity (UTH) in areas of strong convection and has excess UTH in regions of subsidence. UTH significantly affects the outgoing radiance in the 10-13 μm region [e.g. Minniti, 1986]. For the dual-view two-channel and dual-view three-channel coefficients derived in this paper, we find that changing the relative humidity between 5 and 12 km by ~15% introduces biases of only ~0.04 and ~0.01 K, respectively, into the retrieved SSTs. The range of humidity in the ERA data seems sufficiently wide to render the retrievals fairly insensitive to possible biases. In any case, given the choice between radiosondes and reanalysis data, the difficulties radiosondes have in measuring UTH should be remembered [e.g. Soden and Lanzate; 1996, Balagurov et al., 1998; Schmidlin, 1998].

3. Eliminating Bias From Stratospheric Aerosol

3.1. Effect of Stratospheric Aerosols on Brightness Temperatures

Major volcanic eruptions can increase the stratospheric aerosol mass loading by 10-fold or more over background levels, the three most recent events of this magnitude being Agung in 1963, El Chichon in 1982, and Pinatubo in 1991 [McCormick et al., 1993]. Lesser eruptions can increase the mass loading less dramatically but still significantly. After injection into the stratosphere, the volcanic matter chemically evolves, is dispersed zonally and meridionally, and undergoes sedimentation. After the Pinatubo eruption, McCormick and Veiga [1992] found that within 3 weeks the plume had encircled Earth, most of the mass being in the band between 10°S and 30°N and at heights of 20 to 25 km. At this stage the "fresh" plume consisted of sulfur dioxide gas, crustal particles, and the first droplets produced by conversion of sulfur dioxide to sulfuric acid with a characteristic timescale of ~35 days [Bluth et al., 1992]. The stratospheric aerosol dispersed poleward over a
timescale of a few months to 1 year [Trepte et al., 1993], with the total stratospheric aerosol mass loading decreasing by sedimentation from a maximum in September 1991 to pre-eruption levels by October 1993 [Baran and Foot, 1994]. A “background” sulfuric acid aerosol may persist in the stratosphere without volcanic input [Hamill et al., 1997].

Thus we may characterize stratospheric aerosols as broadly of three types: “fresh volcanic,” typical of the plume shortly after the eruption, with a lifetime of the order of one month and whose distribution is relatively localized; “aged volcanic aerosol,” which may disperse round the globe and has a lifetime of the order of 1 year; and “background aerosol,” present many years after major eruptions. Differences in chemical composition and particle size distribution between these types give rise to distinct infrared radiative characteristics.

Stratospheric aerosol interacts with upwelling terrestrial infrared radiation by absorption and scattering and also emits its own thermal radiation. Baran and Foot [1994] calculated that the transmission through a layer of stratospheric aerosol representing the fresh Pinatubo plume to be 0.99 at 12 μm, corresponding to an optical depth of 0.01, and Lambert et al. [1993] estimated from infrared limb-sounding measurements that in November 1991 the global mean optical depth at 12.1 μm was 0.0055. Thus the stratospheric aerosol layer is optically thin, and consequently, there is a near-linear relationship between the optical depth of stratospheric aerosol and the depression of brightness temperature observed by ATSR. This is illustrated in Figure 2a for “aged volcanic” aerosols and calculated brightness temperature deficit in the 3.7 μm channel, nadir view. The ordinate of each point corresponds to the difference between brightness temperatures calculated with and without stratospheric aerosol present for a single atmospheric and surface state. Every fifth state of the 1358 states is used to give a representative subset of states for the simulation of aerosol effects. The amounts of stratospheric aerosol are randomly allocated to the states and give rise to the optical thickness in the 12 μm channel (nadir view) plotted on the abscissa. The radiance absorbed and scattered by the aerosol is proportional to both the amount of aerosol and the upwelling radiance. The latter is largely determined by the surface temperature and contributes to the scatter of points.

Similar effects are apparent in Figures 2b and 2c, where the temperature deficit for the 11 μm channel (nadir view) and 12 μm channel (forward view), respectively, are plotted. Variations in surface temperature affect the radiance in all channels, so when the temperature deficits are plotted against the 12 μm (nadir) temperature deficit (Figures 2d to 2f), the points lie more tightly on a straight line. The residual scatter around the best fit straight line
Figure 2. Calculated changes in brightness temperature from the presence of varying amounts of stratospheric aerosol. Diamonds indicate SST greater than 295 K, triangles indicate SST between 285 and 295 K, and squares indicate SST less than 285 K. (a): Temperature deficit in 3.7 μm channel, nadir view, against optical thickness of aerosol in the 12 μm channel (nadir). (b, c): Same as Figure 2a, except for temperature deficits in the 11 μm nadir and 12 μm forward channels respectively. (d to f) Same as Figures 2a to 2c, except temperature deficits are plotted against the 12 μm nadir temperature deficit. Note the changes in scale of the vertical axis.

The effect of stratospheric aerosol on ATSR brightness temperatures can therefore be described by the "modes" of temperature variation shown in Figure 3. This figure shows the relative temperature deficits in the three ATSR channels for both look angles at center swath. It also shows the order of magnitude of deficits caused by indicative amounts of fresh and aged volcanic aerosol (optical depth in the 12 μm channel, τ_{12}=0.01) and background aerosol (τ_{12} = 0.001). The modes for fresh and aged aerosol are similar, with the deficit in the 11 and 12 μm channels being comparable (about 30% greater in the 11 μm channel) and that in the 3.7 μm channel being much smaller. For background aerosol the
phulpin, 1980]. For convenience, we choose to use vector-matrix notation as follows: all vectors will be column vectors, and appear as lower case bold type; all matrices appear as upper case bold type in radiative transfer [e.g., mcmillin, 1975; deschamps and phulpin, 1980].

The effect of stratospheric aerosol on brightness temperature can be expressed algebraically as follows. Let the brightness temperatures observed or calculated in the absence of stratospheric aerosol be listed in a vector y. This vector may contain any desired combination of channels and look angles. Adding stratospheric aerosol changes the brightness temperatures from y to y + cSk. Here the vector k represents the mode of variation for the aerosol type in question, δ is the aerosol optical depth (capturing the principal dependence of the temperature deficits), and c is nearly constant (it depends weakly on the upwelling radiance). Table 1 gives the values of k and c (the latter being a global average value), i.e., the algebraic expression of Figure 3.

3.2. Effect of Stratospheric Aerosol on Retrieved SST

Retrieval of SST from a number of window-channel brightness temperatures is sufficiently linear to permit accurate retrieval using the equation

\[ \text{SST}_{\text{observed}} = a_0 + \sum \text{channels} \ a_i \ T_i \]  

where \( T_i \) is the \( i^{th} \) brightness temperature of whatever combination of channels is being considered and \( a_0 \) and the \( a_i \) are constant coefficients. This linear form has been justified by making approximations in radiative transfer [e.g., mcmillin, 1975; deschamps and phulpin, 1980]. For convenience, we choose to use vector-matrix notation as follows: all vectors will be column vectors, and appear as lower case bold type; all matrices appear as upper case bold; and the transpose operator is superscript T. Designating the estimate of SST as \( \hat{T} \), (1) can be recast as

\[ \hat{x} = a_0 + a^T y \]  

The change in SST estimate associated with stratospheric aerosol can be seen by substituting \( y + cSk \) for \( y \) in (2), and equals \( cSa^T k \). The requirement for an SST retrieval to be unaffected by stratospheric aerosol is therefore that

\[ a^T k = 0 \]  

Equation (3) gives us the criterion for SST retrieval to be unaffected by stratospheric aerosol, the property of "aerosol robustness." Furthermore, evaluating \( cSa^T k \) gives us a means of assessing the robustness of existing retrieval coefficients. Table 2 lists values of \( cSa^T k \) for previously published coefficients taken from závodý et al. [1995] (hereafter referred to as Z95) and Brown et al. [1997] (hereafter B97). (For ease of comparison, an optical depth of 0.01 has been assumed for all modes in Table 2. While this is too high for periods many years after a major eruption when aerosol is at background levels, it is not known at what age, and thus at what optical depth, the "background" mode gives a better description of aerosol effects than the "aged" mode.) In the case of the Z95 coefficients, stratospheric aerosol of optical depth 0.01 produces bias in SST of up to ~1 K. Generally, dual-look three-channel (dual-3) retrievals are much less bias prone than dual-look two-channel (dual-2) retrievals. The B97 coefficients have sensitivities ranging from the negligible (~0.01 K) to the small (~0.1 K). This degree of aerosol robustness was achieved by including varying amounts of aged volcanic aerosol in the calculations of brightness temperatures from which the coefficients were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Temperature Deficit (for Optical Depth, 0.01) / K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>-0.19 -0.15 -0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dual-3</td>
<td>-0.45 -0.38 -0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>-0.01 -0.01 -0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dual-3</td>
<td>-0.22 -0.19 -0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>-0.19 -0.15 -0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dual-3</td>
<td>-0.48 -0.40 -0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropical</td>
<td>-0.15 -0.11 -0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dual-3</td>
<td>-0.09 -0.82 -1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nadir-3</td>
<td>-0.23 -0.18 -1.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nadir-2</td>
<td>-1.38 -1.08 -2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>-0.01 -0.01 -0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dual-3</td>
<td>-0.01 -0.01 -0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Md</td>
<td>-0.04 -0.03 -0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dual-3</td>
<td>-0.03 -0.01 -0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropical</td>
<td>-0.04 -0.02 -0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dual-3</td>
<td>-0.02 -0.02 -0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Temperature Deficit (for Optical Depth, 0.01) / K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the meaning of c and k, see main body of text. Here "3.7 n" indicates the term in k corresponding to the 3.7 μm channel nadir view, "3.7 f" to 3.7 μm channel forward view, etc.
derived. This method successfully generated coefficients which are nearly robust to fresh and aged volcanic aerosol, and which are adequate for use in SST monitoring for climate studies. (B97 made no attempt to cater for background aerosol.) It is, however, possible to obtain complete robustness (in a mathematical sense) by a method which is more rigorous, simpler to implement, and which gives more insight into the nature of the problem, as we show in the next subsection.

### 3.3. Theory of Aerosol Robust SST Algorithms

Coefficients for a retrieval scheme based on physically modeled brightness temperatures are found by minimizing the mean square difference between the "true" SST and the "retrieved" SST given by (2), for a population of atmospheric and surface states and associated brightness temperatures calculated by radiative transfer modeling. The least squares formula given in Z95 for finding coefficients is conveniently expressed in matrix form as

\[
a = \left( S_{yy} + S_e \right)^{-1} S_{yx}
\]

\[
o_0 = \bar{x} - a^T \bar{y}
\]

where a bar above a quantity indicates the mean value, \( x \) is the true SST associated with a given profile, and \( S_e \) is the covariance matrix describing the brightness temperature noise (here taken to be diagonal, that is, noise is assumed independent between channels; forward model noise is neglected). The covariance matrix of observations \( S_{yy} \) and the covariance vector of SST and observations \( S_{yx} \) are

\[
S_{yy} = \bar{y}y^T - \bar{y}\bar{y}^T
\]

\[
S_{yx} = \bar{x}y^T - \bar{x}\bar{y}^T
\]

B97 used the same formulation but calculated brightness temperatures for a range of stratospheric aerosol optical thickness. This adds variability to \( S_{yy} \) in a manner similar to noise which is highly correlated between channels. To find fully robust coefficients, (4) must be adapted so that the linear constraint \( a^T k = 0 \) is satisfied for every stratospheric aerosol mode required. Putting the required modes \( k \) into a matrix of column vectors \( K \), it is shown in the appendix that the expression for aerosol robust coefficients is:

\[
a = S_{yy}^{-1} S_{yx} - K \left( K^T S_{yy}^{-1} K \right)^{-1} \left( K^T S_{yy}^{-1} S_{yx} \right)
\]

where \( S_{yx} = S_{yy} + S_e \). Alternatively, the problem can be formulated implicitly using Lagrange multipliers [e.g., Menke, 1989]. The benefit of full orthogonality to the required aerosol modes comes at a cost: the SST retrieval error variance (that is, the expectation \( \langle \delta T^2 \rangle \) under aerosol-free conditions) is increased by

\[
\Delta T^2 = (K^T S_{yy}^{-1} S_{yx} - K^T S_{yy}^{-1} K) \left( K^T S_{yy}^{-1} S_{yx} \right)^{-1}
\]

The usefulness of aerosol-robust coefficients depends on \( \Delta T^2 \) being acceptably small. In general, \( \Delta T^2 \) increases (1) as the number of aerosol modes in \( K \) increases, and (2) the more similar the aerosol modes are to \( \partial T / \partial x \), that is, to the mode of variation associated with changes in true SST. These effects can be seen in the evaluations of (7) in Table 3. Two degrees of freedom are needed to retrieve SST in the absence of significant aerosol with a reasonable degree of atmospheric correction; this is the basis of the split window algorithm. Therefore dual-2 retrieval (using four brightness temperatures) with coefficients robust to all three aerosol types suffers an unacceptable increase in retrieval error variance. Such an algorithm can, however, be robust to one or two aerosol modes with only a modest increase in retrieval variance. Similarly, a single-view three-channel retrieval (in the nadir look direction) can be robust only to one type of aerosol without an unacceptable increase in variance. A single-3 algorithm robust to aged volcanic aerosol carries less of a penalty than one robust to background aerosol because the mode of the latter type is more similar to \( \partial T / \partial x \): either an increase in background aerosol loading or a decrease in SST reduces the brightness temperature most in the 3.7 \( \mu \)m nadir, and least in 12 \( \mu \)m nadir. Only dual-3 SST retrievals can be made robust to all three aerosol types without an excessive increase in retrieval error variance.

Guided by these considerations, we hereafter concentrate on developing dual-view retrieval schemes, for two and three spectral channels, which are robust to aged volcanic and background aerosol. The fresh volcanic aerosol mode can be neglected, first because it describes the aerosol present before ATSR commenced routine operation and, second, because the modes of variation associated with aged and fresh aerosol are similar; this was also noted in B97. (In fact, the bias introduced by 0.01 optical depth of fresh volcanic aerosol into SSTs derived from coefficients robust to aged and background aerosol turns out to be <0.01 K.) Lastly, we note that a scheme which is simultaneously robust to two aerosol modes is also robust to any linear combination of those modes. The ratio of aerosol temperature deficit between forward and nadir views is approximately equal for all channels and modes (Figure 3). It follows that the dual-2 scheme should be nearly robust for any stratospheric aerosol, since all will have an effect that can be approximately expressed as a linear combination of the aged and background modes. This is important given that volcanic aerosol is persistent for a few years, evolving from the aged to the background aerosol mode over this timescale. Choosing a scheme to be robust to two aerosol modes makes it less sensitive to errors in the specification of those modes.

### 4. Water Vapor Continuum

Water vapor continuum absorption is the dominant absorption in the 10 to 13 \( \mu \)m window, and is also significant in the region of the 3.7 \( \mu \)m channel [Saunders and Edwards, 1989]. The RTM of Z95 represented the water vapor continuum absorption using the semi-empirical formulation due to Clough et al. [1989], referred to as "CKD_0." In this formulation, the continuum is considered to be an effect of the far wings of spectral lines broadened by both water-water and water-air collisions, giving rise to a "self" and a "foreign" component, respectively. The former is the more important in the atmospheric window regions. Standard values of self-continuum absorption cross section tabulated in wavelength are provided at two reference temperatures (260 K and 296 K), for interpolation / extrapolation to other temperatures. Updates to the
continuum parameterization have consisted of various wavelength-dependent scaling factors to apply to these tabulated values. Early in the ATSR mission, the results of aircraft measurements of water vapor continuum absorption in the tropics [Kilsby et al., 1992] and of ATSR validation work [Smith et al., 1994] indicated the need for revision of CKD_0 scaling factors for the 11 and 12 µm channels. A further factor of 1.3 was used by Z95 in accordance with these results. More recently, Han et al. [1997] have reported an updated formulation, CKD_2.2, with new scaling factors. These were derived from measurements of the downwelling thermal radiance measured by a Fourier transform spectroradiometer. These various scaling factors are presented in Figure 4. There is reasonable agreement between the CKD_2.2 continuum and the assumption of Z95 for the 11 µm channel, but the absorption in the 12 µm channel assuming CKD_2.2 is about 15% less than in Z95. This difference in 12 µm channel absorption between the two formulations allows us to test which is more consistent with observations. There is more absorption by water vapor (lower brightness temperatures) in the 12 µm channel than in the 11 µm channel. The difference in brightness temperature between the 11 and 12 µm nadir channels will be smaller in the case of relatively less absorption in the 12 µm nadir channel, that is, in the case of CKD_2.2 being a truer formulation than CKD_0 x 1.3. We take 80 orbits of 10 arc min brightness temperature product from ATSR-2 observations (from June and July 1997, when the stratospheric aerosol loading had returned to background levels). The orbits include tracks over the warm pool region around Indonesia, where total column water vapor and upper tropospheric humidity are greatest [Chen et al., 1996] and should therefore contribute maximal brightness temperature differences. We compare the distribution of 11 and 12 µm nadir differences in the real data with those predicted by radiative transfer modeling using the CKD_0 x 1.3 and CKD_2.2 formulations in Figure 5. (The spectral response functions and CO₂ concentrations appropriate to the ATSR-2 mission were used for the calculations.) Brightness temperatures are calculated for the 1358 states described in section 2 at the view angles corresponding to the center and the edge of the swath and for other across-track distances by interpolation between the center and edge brightness temperatures. This generates the simulated distributions of paired differences. The contour lines delineate contours of frequency of occurrence of brightness temperature differences. Neither distribution matches the observations precisely, partly because of different spatial and temporal sampling.

Figure 5. Modeled and observed distribution of brightness temperature differences: "1In" indicates the 11 µm channel in nadir view, "1If" the 11 µm channel in forward view; and "12n" the 12 µm channel in nadir view. The model calculations use the water vapor continuum parameterization indicated. Polygons plotted as dashed lines are to guide the eye only. Contours are drawn at frequency densities of 7%, 14%, 28%, and 70% K⁻².
Table 4. Δy and Corresponding Bias, From Change in Continuum Parameterization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TPW / kg m^{-2}</th>
<th>11 μm</th>
<th>12 μm</th>
<th>Bias / K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nadir</td>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>Nadir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nonetheless, there are few observed 11 μm nadir - 12 μm nadir differences greater than about 3.6 K. This feature is more consistent with CKD_2.2, suggesting that it may give better results at high water vapor loadings than CKD_0 × 1.3. Further evidence that CKD_2.2 represents an improvement is provided by the validation results in our companion paper [Merchant and Harris, this issue].

Assuming CKD_2.2 correctly models the water vapor continuum absorption, we can assess the bias caused by use of CKD_0 × 1.3 in the derivation of the Z95 and B97 retrieval coefficients. The approach is similar to that adopted to assess aerosol robustness for Table 2. We calculate a Δy, where Δy is the difference in modeled brightness temperature from use of CKD_2.2 instead of CKD_0 × 1.3. Since water vapor bias will be most important in tropical regions, we calculate a mean value of Δy for profiles with TPW in the ranges 30 ± 1 and 50 ± 1 kg m^{-2}, with the results listed in Table 4 for center of the ATSR swath. Table 4 also gives the value of a Δy for the tropical average SST retrieval coefficients of Z95 and B97. Dual-3 retrievals are fairly robust against errors in modeling the continuum absorption in the 11 and 12 μm channels, with the modeled biases from use of CKD_0 × 1.3 being of the order of -0.1 K or less. Dual-2 retrievals are wholly dependent on the 11 and 12 μm channels and tend to have numerically larger coefficients, so the modeled biases are larger, ranging from -0.1 to -0.8 K.

5. Retrieval coefficients

We derive global coefficients designed to be robust to aged and background stratospheric aerosol by applying (6) to brightness temperatures calculated for the 1358 states using both the CKD_0 × 1.3 and CKD_2.2 formulations of water vapor continuum absorption. The coefficients are listed in Table 5.

Although the new coefficients are similar in form to those of Z95 and B97, there are differences which can be related to the introduction of robustness to stratospheric aerosol and use of CKD_2.2 in their derivation. (The changes made since Z95 and B97 in surface emissivity parameterization, atmospheric composition, treatment of aerosol scattering and distribution of profiles influence the coefficients to a lesser degree.) Since the new coefficients are global, our comparison is with the global coefficients in Table 8 of Z95. The new dual-2 coefficients place greater weight on the difference between nadir and forward brightness temperatures, obtaining robustness to stratospheric aerosol by greater reliance on geometric rather than spectral differences in optical path length (see also Figure 3). There are broadly similar differences between the regional coefficients of Z95 and those of B97 (the latter being nearly robust to aged stratospheric aerosol). B97 did not give global coefficients, so direct comparison is precluded. Comparing the new CKD_2.2 dual-2 coefficients with Z95, the sum of absolute values reduces from 19.0 to 17.4, implying slightly less noise amplification. The new CKD_2.2 dual-2 coefficients are larger than those derived using CKD_0 × 1.3 because the newer continuum parameterization tends to make the atmospheric absorption for the 12 μm channel more similar to that in the 11 μm channel. Our dual-3 coefficients also differ from those of Z95, although the weights applied to the 3.7 μm nadir and forward channels are almost identical. It is difficult to interpret the relative weightings of the other channels.

6. Retrievals of sea surface temperature

Consistency between dual-3 and dual-2 SST retrievals is a requirement of an ideal retrieval scheme. In this section therefore we use this requirement to appraise various ATSR SST retrieval schemes, including the new coefficients developed by incorporating the improvements we have described in previous sections. Validation of the absolute retrieval accuracy of our new algorithms is treated in our companion paper [Merchant and Harris, this issue].

Table 5. New Dual-View Retrieval Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>a_0</th>
<th>3.7 n</th>
<th>3.7 f</th>
<th>11 n</th>
<th>11 f</th>
<th>12 n</th>
<th>12 f</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CKD_0 × 1.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual-2 center</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>6.16363</td>
<td>-3.64183</td>
<td>-3.85214</td>
<td>2.30807</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual-2 edge</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>7.54247</td>
<td>-5.05434</td>
<td>-4.68443</td>
<td>3.17197</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual-3 center</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>2.51631</td>
<td>-1.47839</td>
<td>0.63417</td>
<td>-0.33124</td>
<td>-0.73272</td>
<td>0.38884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual-3 edge</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>3.18424</td>
<td>-2.12442</td>
<td>0.60933</td>
<td>-0.36008</td>
<td>-0.79370</td>
<td>0.48124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKD_2.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual-2 center</td>
<td>6.81</td>
<td>6.59144</td>
<td>-3.89459</td>
<td>-4.29377</td>
<td>2.57103</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual-2 edge</td>
<td>7.55</td>
<td>8.05214</td>
<td>-5.39440</td>
<td>-5.20973</td>
<td>3.52359</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual-3 center</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>2.72688</td>
<td>-1.60794</td>
<td>0.26418</td>
<td>-0.09649</td>
<td>-0.54805</td>
<td>0.25954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual-3 edge</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>3.20655</td>
<td>-2.14282</td>
<td>0.71074</td>
<td>-0.42027</td>
<td>-0.90759</td>
<td>0.54913</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here "3.7 n" denotes the coefficient multiplying the 3.7 μm nadir brightness temperature, "3.7 f," the 3.7 μm forward brightness temperature coefficient, etc.
The ATSR Data Processing Group at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (UK) provided brightness temperature data for two months from the first year of the ATSR mission, covering September to October 1991 and April to May 1992. These represent the first cycle of routine ATSR operation, and the last 35 days before the failure of the 3.7 μm channel. ERS-1 followed a 3-day repeat pattern during the former period (giving incomplete coverage) and a 35-day repeat cycle during the latter period (giving complete coverage). The data are averaged cloud-cleared brightness temperatures located on a 1/6° latitude-longitude grid. Since 3.7 μm channel brightness temperatures are not available from ATSR during the daytime, only nighttime data are used in this comparison. For each month, the utilized data amount to about 1.5 million sets of six spatially averaged brightness temperatures (ABTs) with associated temporal, spatial, and confidence data. The spatial data include the mean across-track distance of the nadir cloud-cleared brightness temperatures contributing to the ABT. This mean across-track distance is used in interpolating between the center and edge retrieval coefficients, as described by Harris and Saunders [1996].

We apply various dual-3 and dual-2 SST retrieval schemes to these observed data. First is the prelaunch scheme (Z95), based on coefficients derived for three latitude regions and five across-track bands. Second is the aerosol robust average SST scheme of B97. Third is the new global scheme introduced in section 5, based on the improved RTM and set of states (section 2), applying the new technique for incorporating aerosol robustness (section 3) and using interpolation across track, but in one case retaining the continuum assumed in both Z95 and B97 (CKD_0 x 1.3), and in the other case using CKD_2.2 (see section 4).

The consistency of the retrieval schemes will be assessed using the bias (the mean value of the dual-2 minus dual-3 SST) and standard deviation (the root of the variance of the same differences). The global bias should be zero. The standard deviation of the retrievals should approach the best possible given the distribution stratospheric aerosol loadings. Murray et al. [1998a] have approximately quantified the minimum possible standard deviations by obtaining dual-2 coefficients (and the corresponding SSTs) by regression to Z95 dual-3 SST retrievals for the same ABT data (using three latitude zones). The resulting minimum standard deviations were 0.22 K and 0.24 K for the September-October 1991 and April-May 1992 data, respectively.

In Table 6, the bias and standard deviation of dual-2 minus dual-3 SST retrievals for the ABT data are shown for various retrieval schemes. All aerosol-robust schemes have considerably less bias and markedly smaller standard deviation than the prelaunch retrieval scheme. B97 does particularly well for the September-October 1991 ABT data, with almost no bias and near-optimum standard deviation. For April-May 1992, it is less successful, developing a bias of more than 0.1 K and a standard deviation significantly greater than the optimum. Both new schemes give a standard deviation closely approaching the optimum for both time periods, despite being aerosol robust for two aerosol types and having a single set of coefficients applied globally. The CKD_2.2 scheme gives smaller biases than the CKD_0 x 1.3 scheme, although both schemes show the same change in bias between the two time periods of ~0.08 K. We conclude that both our incorporation of aerosol robustness and use of the updated description of water vapor continuum absorption yield better retrievals. Adopting the SSTs retrieved using new dual-3 scheme with CKD_2.2 as "reference" SSTs (that is, our best estimates of the true SSTs), we can deduce that the global mean bias in dual-2 SSTs using the prelaunch scheme relative to the true skin SST is about ~0.8 K, of which ~0.1 to ~0.2 K arises from use of the CKD_0 x 1.3 continuum parameterization. This depends, of course, on the truth of the reference SST. A high degree of confidence in the reference SST is justified partly because of the excellent consistency arising from our improvements to the RTM and states used, and partly because dual-3 retrievals are, by their nature, fairly stable against mis-specification of the state or behaviour of the atmosphere [Mutlow et al., 1994; Murray et al., 1998b]. The mean and standard deviation of the difference between dual-3 SSTs from the prelaunch and "New, CKD_2.2" schemes are 0.09 K and 0.10 K respectively, with the prelaunch values cooler.

The global distribution of improvements in the consistency of dual-2 SSTs with the reference SST retrievals is illustrated in Plate 1. In Plate 1a, the effect of Pinatubo aerosol on the SST retrievals is clearly visible as the band of relative bias of up to ~2.0 K in the equatorial region. The aerosol loading at the equator reduced by ~50% by April-May 1992, partly by poleward dispersal of the aerosol; this accounts for the smaller equatorial and greater midlatitude bias in Plate 1d. Although there is a negative shift in bias of about 0.08 K at all longitudes and latitudes between Plates 1b and 1e, these plots for the aerosol-robust scheme with the CKD_0 x 1.3 continuum parameterization have a similar pattern and relative magnitude of bias in equatorial regions. This suggests an origin other than stratospheric aerosol for this pattern of bias (and hence
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</tr>
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<tr>
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</table>

Figure 6. Zonal mean bias with respect to reference SSTs of dual-2 retrievals (new, using CKD_2.2, and prelaunch). The horizontal scale is such that the spacing between any two latitudes is proportional to the area of Earth's surface between them.
Plate 1. Estimated bias in dual-view two-channel SST retrievals (mean difference from reference SST retrievals). (a to c) September-October 1991 ABT data: (a) prelaunch scheme, (b) aerosol-robust scheme, CKD_0 continuum, (c) aerosol-robust scheme, CKD_2.2 continuum. (d to f) April-May 1992 ABT data: (d) prelaunch scheme, (e) aerosol-robust scheme, CKD_0 continuum, (f) aerosol-robust scheme, CKD_2.2 continuum.
that the scheme is aerosol robust), with an inadequate atmospheric water vapor correction being the most obvious candidate cause, since these equatorial regions have high water vapor loadings. Residual traces of this pattern remain in the corresponding Plates 1c and 1f, but with the relative size of the bias reduced. These latter figures are for an aerosol-robust scheme using the CKD_2.2 continuum, so this confirms the suggested role of water vapor in the residual biases seen in Plates 1b and 1e. The pattern of small residual bias in Plates 1c and Plates 1f indicates that the CKD_2.2 continuum parameterization, although a marked improvement, is likely to require further modification.

The dual-2 retrievals are more negative compared to reference SSTs when applied to the April-May ABTs than the September-October ABTs. As can be seen in Figure 6, the shift in relative bias occurs at all latitudes between 60°S and 60°N. At latitudes poleward of 60°N or S, the interseasonal variability makes comparison between spring and autumn more difficult. The presence of the shift at all latitudes suggests a cause other than changing aerosol loadings or water vapor amounts. Current understanding of instrumental drifts over this period cannot explain a shift of more than 0.02 K. Neither the ~5 ppmv (peak-to-peak) annual variation nor the ~1.5 ppmv yr⁻¹ increase in global CO₂ concentration could account for a shift of more than 0.001 K. The origin of this shift in relative bias therefore remains a matter for investigation. Figure 6 also clarifies the latitudinal structure of the improvement brought by use of the new coefficients compared to the prelaunch coefficients.

7. Discussion

Our objective has been the elimination of bias in retrievals of SST from ATSR. The techniques we have developed and applied represent considerable progress toward that objective. The prelaunch retrieval scheme was affected by major biases in dual-view two-channel retrievals, from the presence of volcanic aerosol in the stratosphere, and from inadequate modeling of the water vapor continuum absorption in the 11 and 12 μm channels. Our method of ensuring that retrieval coefficients are aerosol robust and our more accurate and representative set of modeled brightness temperatures have greatly improved the consistency of dual-view two-channel and dual-view three-channel retrievals. This consistency is of particular importance, since the 3.7 μm channel failed in May 1992, so only two-channel retrievals are possible thereafter. Global mean differences are reduced from ~0.7 K to ~0.04 K, and the global standard deviation of differences reduced from ~0.5 K to ~0.25 K. Moreover, these results have been obtained using a single set of global coefficients rather than using different coefficients for different latitude zones. For dual-view SST retrievals, we find that latitude-dependent coefficients give little improvement in random error.

Despite the considerable progress presented in this paper, some issues remain to be resolved. A shift in the relative bias of dual-view two-channel to dual-view three-channel SSTs of ~0.08 K occurred between September-October 1991 and April-May 1992. The origin of this shift in relative bias is under investigation. In most oceanographic contexts, it is a very small concern. In the context of using ATSR data in climate change detection, which requires stability of ~0.1 K per decade, it is clearly significant. This illustrates the extremely demanding requirements for use of satellite data in climate change monitoring. Despite the unrivaled calibration and noise characteristics of ATSR and the detailed physical modeling presented in this paper, in the context of climate change detection, the residual trend in dual-view two-channel SST retrievals is unacceptable. Research into the elimination of artefactual trends in the ATSR SST record continues, and part of the remit of that research must be to examine how best to bring information from in situ measurements into the retrieval process to eliminate spurious trends, while retaining the advantages that a scheme based on physical modeling has over purely empirical methods.

Meanwhile, results of an exercise to compare retrievals with in situ measurements [Merchant and Harris, this issue] support the view that the new retrieval coefficients are indeed robust to the effects of the Pinatubo aerosol and deal with high water vapor loadings better than previous retrieval coefficients. The comparison exercise also raises avenues for further work. First, it suggests that further work on minimizing the effects of residual cloud contamination of brightness temperatures is required if dual-2 retrievals are to attain an accuracy of better than 0.3 K. Second, it suggests that a warm bias of 0.2 K is present in dual-3 retrievals, after taking account of skin-bulk temperature differences. Although this is a small bias, and could easily be corrected empirically (by adjusting the offset coefficient, a₀), it would be preferable to understand its origin and correct it by improved physical modeling.

For clarity, we have restricted the results presented in this paper to dual-view retrievals, which are available only from the ATSR. Some comments are appropriate on the relevance of our work to single-view retrievals and AVHRR. First, we note that our calculations using (7) listed in Table 3 show that single-view three-channel SST retrievals can be rendered robust to aged volcanic aerosol with a modest increase in SST retrieval variance of the order of 0.1²K². The question of the biases in AVHRR (single-view) SSTs from the Pinatubo aerosol was addressed by Reynolds [1993]. Reynolds describes how changing the operational retrieval scheme after the manner of Walton [1985] reduced differences between satellite and in situ SSTs in September-October 1991 from ~1.3 to ~0.5 K. In principle, the method we have given could render such residual bias even smaller. Since single-view three-channel retrieval coefficients can be orthogonal to only one aerosol mode, however, this depends critically on that mode representing accurately the effect of the stratospheric aerosol. We developed a global single-view retrieval scheme which was nominally robust to aged volcanic aerosol for ATSR. When applied to the September-October ABTs, the global bias with respect to the reference SST retrievals was ~0.4 K. While this improves to ~0.3 K if latitude-dependent coefficients are used, attaining high degrees of aerosol-robustness is clearly more difficult for single-view observations. This is because more accurate knowledge of the aerosol spectral properties is required. As noted by Walton [1985] and B97, single-view observations at 11 and 12 μm only cannot be made aerosol robust. The success of dual-view retrieval schemes is due to the forward-view components of the aerosol mode vector being related to the corresponding nadir-view components by optical path increases determined by geometry rather than the spectral properties of the absorber.

Lastly, we note that the reproprocessing to SST of data from the ERS-1 ATSR mission by the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory is ongoing during 1999. New dual-view retrieval coefficients derived as described in this paper are being used for this reproprocessing program, for both averaged and pixel-resolution SST products.

Appendix

The constraint \(\mathbf{a}^T \mathbf{k} = 0\) must hold for each mode \(\mathbf{k}\) for which robustness is required. Putting the required modes into a matrix of column vectors \(\mathbf{K}\) this becomes

\[
\mathbf{K}^T \mathbf{a} = 0
\]
where the ordering is chosen such that the zero vector \( \mathbf{0} \) is a column vector according to the chosen convention. Equation (A1) expresses the constraint(s) required to be placed on the retrieval coefficients. Coefficients satisfying these constraints can be found using the textbook method of Lagrange multipliers [e.g., Menke, 1989]. Briefly, to minimize the retrieval error \( \sigma^2 \) with respect to the coefficients \( a \) subject to the constraint(s) (A1), the method is to solve simultaneously

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial a} \left( \frac{1}{2} \sigma^2 + \mathbf{a}^T \mathbf{A} \mathbf{a} \right) = 0
\]

where \( \mathbf{A} \) is a vector of Lagrange multipliers, one element for each constraint, and the constant premultiplying \( \sigma^2 \) is arbitrary and chosen for convenience. It can be shown by evaluating \( \sigma^2 = \langle (x - \hat{x})^2 \rangle \) for arbitrary coefficients \( a \) that

\[
\sigma^2 = \left( \mathbf{a}^T \mathbf{s}_{yy}^{-1} \mathbf{a} - 2 \mathbf{a}^T \mathbf{s}_{xy} \right) (A3)
\]

and since

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial a} \left( \mathbf{a}^T \mathbf{s}_{yy}^{-1} \mathbf{a} - 2 \mathbf{a}^T \mathbf{s}_{xy} \right) = 2 \mathbf{s}_{yy}^{-1} \mathbf{a} - 2 \mathbf{s}_{xy} (A4)
\]

it follows that (A2) is equal to

\[
\mathbf{s}_{yy}^{-1} \mathbf{a} - \mathbf{s}_{xy} + \mathbf{K} \mathbf{a} = \mathbf{0}
\]

Premultiplying the first line by \( \mathbf{K}^T \mathbf{s}_{yy}^{-1} \) and substituting the second line gives:

\[
\mathbf{K}^T \mathbf{s}_{yy}^{-1} \mathbf{a} + \mathbf{K} \mathbf{s}_{yy}^{-1} \mathbf{K} \mathbf{a} = \mathbf{0}
\]

from which

\[
\mathbf{a} = \left( \mathbf{K}^T \mathbf{s}_{yy}^{-1} \mathbf{K} \right)^{-1} \mathbf{K}^T \mathbf{s}_{yy}^{-1} \mathbf{a} (A5)
\]

Substituting this value of \( \mathbf{a} \) into the top line of (A5) and rearranging finally yields the required result (6) for coefficients which are orthogonal to the specified aerosol modes

\[
a = \mathbf{s}_{yy}^{-1} \mathbf{s}_{xy} - \mathbf{K} \left( \mathbf{K}^T \mathbf{s}_{yy}^{-1} \mathbf{K} \right)^{-1} \left( \mathbf{K}^T \mathbf{s}_{yy}^{-1} \mathbf{s}_{xy} \right) (A7)
\]
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